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Prescribed Fire vs. Wildfire Soil Monitoring Report  
 
Executive Summary - Soil Quality Standards and Soil Productivity 
 
This report documents prescribed fire effectiveness monitoring for the Gulch Fire part of the Shasta-
Trinity Burned Area Emergency Response (BAER) evaluation for the fires of 2008. Fuel treatments 
consisted of: pile burning and broadcast burning a 150 foot buffer along Highway 36 in transition 
conifer – brush from the forest boundary to Harrison Gulch guard station in the spring of 2007. One 
year later the Gulch Fire burned the entire Sunday Gulch watershed in late September. Sunday Gulch 
watershed suffered moderate to high soil burn severity burning over prescribed highway 36 fuel break 
treatments (see left picture below). Overall effective on the soil was minimal and after 1 year 
vegetative recovery was excellent compared to untreated sites (see right picture below). Most 
untreated sites were burned extensively, had little cover, and loss of organic matter and topsoil was 
evident (see figure 3 below). Treated sites after one year had excellent cover, high levels of organic 
matter and little loss of topsoil (see figure 2 below). 

 

  
Gulch Fire burned landscape: Sunday Gulch – Hwy 36 Gulch Fire 1 year of restoration of prescribed vs. wildfire 
 
Forest Plan Standards: Implement forest soil quality standards as they relate to soil productivity and 
soil erosion. (Ref: Forest Plan 4-25e. Forest Soil Quality Standards in relation to soil fertility). 
 
Objectives:  On September, 2008, a fast moving fire in dry brush and timber near Platina, CA on the 
Shasta-Trinity National Forest burned 2,847 acres. This fire burned hot and consumed all cover for 
erosion control to protect critical downstream resources (roads, watersheds, and fish habitat). 
Monitoring was conducted over a period of one year to evaluate the effectiveness BAER treatments 
and prescribed fire fuel break treatments done in 2007. 
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Methods:  Representative sites were selected, sampled, and pictures were taken of treated vs. non-
treated areas along with terrain data (hillslope cover, aspect, slope, soil type, soil map unit, and 
dominate overstory vegetation) to evaluate fuel treatment effectiveness after wildfire burn-over and 
after one year of recovery (see location map below).  
 
Figure 1: Location Gulch Fire of 2008  
 

 
 

Results:  On the average for areas that were prescribed burned with low to moderate soil burn 
severity, fuel treatments were highly effective in protecting soil resources (see Table 1 below). 
Generally, soils in this area are 60% gravelly loams (Holland and Marpa) on N-E facing slopes ranging 
from 20 to 40% with mixed conifer and 40% very rocky loams (Goulding and Neuns) on S-W facing 
slopes ranging from 40 to 80% with brush/oak/conifer. In areas that burned moderate to hot (wildland 
fire zone above prescribed fire zone, see left picture above) little cover was present, most organic 
matter was burned, topsoil was eroded (3 inches vs. 5 inches natural), seed source absent, and soil 
structure was loose down to 2 inches. In areas that burned low to moderate (prescribed fire zone 
below wildfire zone, see right picture above) soils had excellent cover, intact topsoil, organic matter, 
abundant seed source, and good structure showing how prescribed fire treatments reduce fuel loading 
and soil burning (see Table 1 & Figures 2 & 3 below).  
 
 
Table 1: Prescribed Fire Effectiveness on Soil Resources (1 year after Gulch Fire) 
 

Soil Map Unit Burn Severity Soil Cover % Cover Type Topsoil Depth Organic Matter % Surface Structure
Goulding 79 - Goulding 20 to 40% slopes High 20 Yerba Santa 4 inches 1 structureless
Goulding 79 - Goulding 20 to 40% slopes Low 100 Grass 8 inches 5 granular

Gulch Fire BAER - Pre-Prescribed Fire Fuel Break Burn-over Soil Effects:
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Figure 2: Prescribed fire soil and landscape effects of Gulch Fire re-burn. 
 

   
Prescribed roadside fuel break re-burn 
showing intact topsoil 

Prescribed fuel break vegetation and 
good soil structure 

Prescribed fuel break landscape 
re-burn with excellent cover 

 
Figure 3: Gulch wildfire effect on untreated soil and landscape 
 

   
Severe wildfire burning effects of soil 
burning and eroded topsoil 

Severe wildfire burning effects of 
erosion and seed source destruction 

Severe wildfire vs. prescribed fire 
interface effect on soil recovery 

 
Conclusion: Prescribed fire fuel treatments that significantly reduce fuel-loads greatly reduce fuel 
burning temperatures and soil heating. Reduced soil heating protects critical soil properties, that 
allows landscapes to heal rapidly even when recently burned over by wildfire. This was the case of the 
Knob Peak/Hwy 36 fuel treatment (2007) and subsequent wildfire re-burn in 2008 by the Gulch Fire. 
This monitoring shows the importance of re-establishing historical natural burning to restore healthy 
functioning landscapes. With current fuel overloading and wildfires on the rise, fuel management that 
restores the natural cycle of re-burning should be a priority to protect landscapes, and soil resources. 
 
Public Involvement: Occurs during the NEPA process for identified projects. 
 
 
Where is data located: Physical Science Dept. (soils and hydrology), Shasta-Trinity National Forest 
Headquarters, Redding, CA. 


